
The attenuation of external magnetic fields by superconducting simple and coaxial cylinders
are given. It is shown that inserting a superconducting rod into a simple superconducting
cylinder of radius r reduces the attenuation of fields normal to the z-axis from
exp (- 1. 84 z/r) to exp f- 1. 0 z/r) in the narrow gap limit.

Magnetic shielding by superconducting simple
and coaxial cylinders: a comparison

K. Grohmann and D. Hechtfischer

In cryogenic experiments it is frequently necessary to screen
parts of the apparatus against magnetic fields. The reason
may be the need for an ultra-low field region or the nec-
essity to protect a sensitive part (eg a SQUID) against
environmental magnetic noise. In addition, with cryo current
comparators a metrological application ofsuperconduct-
ing shielding has come into use. A frequently used shielding
element is the circular cylinder, either äs a shield by itself
or in connection with other shields in Order to protect
feedthroughs against magnetic leakage. It is the purpose of
tlüs paper to present the attenuation exhibited by such
cylinders for different conditions of magnetic field and
geometric parameters. Especially, it will be shown that the
Situation changes drastically if the bore of a cylinder is
partly filled with other superconducting material, thus
forming coaxial cylinders. This will happen, for example, if
an insulated superconducting wire or an adjustment rod,
made from superconducting material, passes the bore. As
will be demonstrated, the shielding oftransverse fields by
such coaxial cylinders is normally worse than the shielding
provided by simple cylinders, in spite of the reduced cross-
section.

Theory

The attenuation of magnetic fields by superconducting
cylinders can be found by solving the magnetic boundary
Problem. The theoretical fundamentals and performance of
the calculations have been described in connection with cryo
current comparators. Therefore, it is sufficient here to out-
line the method and to give the results of the calculations.
In Fig. l the geometry discussed is shown. The coaxial
cylinders degenerate to a simple cylinder if the radius r,

of the inner superconducting rod is supposed to be zero.

Using the Maxwell-London Theory in its ideal diamagnetic
limit" and considering stationary cases, we can derive an
expression for the magnetic field outside a superconductor
in terms of scalar potential V.

B = - vr (l)
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Fig. 1 Coaxial cylinders

which obeys the Laplace equation

A2^ = 0.

The diamagnetism of the superconducting shields is
described by

(2)

3V
an

0 (3)

on all shield surfaces, where 3/9n denotes the derivative
with respect to the normal of the surfaces. The solution of
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Table 1. Decrease of the magnetic potential in superconducting cylinders

Simple cylinder Coaxial cylinders (ro/''i = 1-1)

Transverse Vn exp(- 1. 842/ro) + Vit exp(- 5. 33 z//o) + ... t/iiexp(- 1. 05z/ro> + 1/12 exp(- 34. 5z//-o) +
field

+ t/2i exp(- 3. 05 z/ro) + V^ exp(- 6. 71 z//-o) +... + 1/21 exp(- 2. 10 z/ro) + ^expf- 34. 6 z/ro) +

+...

Longitudinal
field

Voi exp(- 3. 83 z/ro) + Vm. exp(- 7.02 z//-o> + V"i exp(- 34. 6^0) + Vw exp(- 69. 1 z/r^ +

the Laplace equation for our cylindrical problem is given by
a twofold infmite series:

v(ß, ^>, z) = y
n=0

2
allfc

Vn^kp)

sin (n <p + v n) exp (- kz) (4)

(p, <{>, z are cylindrical coordinates, v^ is a phase angle). The
Index n characterizes the harmonics of a Fourier series of
Potential V{p, (j), z) with respect to the angle 0, and thus
different field configurations may be distinguished. For
example, an external homogeneous field normal to the
cylinder axis or a dipolar field centred at p = 0 wül
generate only the first'mode' n = l ofthe potential, a
quadrupolar field generates only the second mode n = 2,
etc. A longitudinal field without angular dependence is
described by the mode n = 0.

As we are interested in the attenuation of the applied field
with increasing z, we have to determine the values wliich k
can assume by solving the corresponding eigenvalue prob-
lern. It is found that each mode n has its own set of eigen-
values k^, k^,... , k^ ... , where the subscript m gives
the number of extrema the radial field component has
between p = ry and p = 7-1. Therefore fields of different
symmetry, that is different n, will be attenuated in an
individual manner. In Table l the most important ofthese
solutions is given for the simple and coaxial cylinder arrange-
ment with ratio ro/r, = 1. 1. Since the 2 is related exponen-
tially to the potential, these solutions fully describe tlie
relation between z and the corresponding magnetic fields,
because B = - V K Definingan attenuation factor/lnm
for each component, (n, m) of the potential series according
to

V(z, n, m) _ / , "
A^ = T^'L'^7..^ = exp (~ ̂ z)

=0, n, m',
(5)

we get for transverse fields the lowest attenuation for n = l
and m = l:

simple cylinder: A^ = exp (- l .84 z//o) (6a)

coaxial cylinders: A^ -' exp (- 1.0 z Ir )

for rojr, -^ l (6b)

The attenuation by the coaxial cyünders depends on the
ratio of the radii. For ryjr; < 1. 5 the following approxi-
mation holds:

An s exp
l + n/ro l ro

(6c)

For /-o/ri > 10 the attenuation can be approximated by (6c)
for the simple cylinder.

The results show that the attenuation oftransverse fields by
coaxial cylinders is less than that by simple cyünders. For
longitudinal fields the opposite is true:

simple cylinder: A^ = exp (- 3.83 z/ro) (7a)

Aoi ->. exp(-°°z/7o)

(7b)
coaxial cylinders: Aoi ->. exp (-°°z/ro)

for rolr^ ->. l

For ro/r^ < l. 5 A 01 can be approximated by

Aoi s exp
l - r, lro l ry

(7c)

Again for ry /r, > 10 the result for the simple cylinder
approximately holds. If the length ofthe cylinders is large
compared with the radius ry, then the attenuation factors
are so small compared to A n, that the corresponding
Potentials or fields can be neglected. This means that at
larger values ofz Üie largest remaining term, ifit stül can be
measured, will be the dipolar one. The cylinders act üke a
filter, which 'selects' the dipolar component ofmagnetic
fields ofarbitrary symmetry.

Experiments

The attenuation of longitudinal fields is much stronger than
that oftransverse fields. Therefore, any transverse leakage
field, which is very difficult to avoid in an experiment, will
normally cover Signals from longitudinal fields. For this reason
we will conflne our work to attenuation measurements of
transverse fields, which represents all the practical, relevant
cases.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. The detection
coü of a flux transformer coupled to a SQUID is shielded
against external fields by means ofa lead box. The only way
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in which external fields can enter the detection area is
through the chimney on top ofthe box. The outer cylinder
has an inner diameter of Ir .o = 15.6mm andismadeof
lead (7c = 7.2 K). The insulated core has a diameter of
2/-i = 12.0mmandismadeoftin(7c = 3.7 K). This
arrangement facüitates a 'switch' from a simple supercon-
ducting cylinder to coaxial cylinders by lowering the tem-
perature of the helium bath from 4.2 K to a value below the
transition temperature ofthe tin core.

In Fig. 3 the registered SQUID Signal, resulting from a
transverse extemal field is shown for various cylinder
lengths /. In addition the theoretical results are shown
(slopes calculated, absolute values adapted to the experi-
mental values). The measurements agree with the calculated
effects of the cyÜnder length. Within the accuracy limits
the simple cylinder (sc) the measured attenuation factor
A = exp (- 1.84 1/ro) and for the coaxial cylinders (cc)
withtheratioofradü r o /r; = 1. 3ACC = exp (-1. 13 l/7-o).
Due to this lower attenuation, the Signals always increase
after switching to the coaxial cylinder state.

Discussion

The results show that one has to be careful with 'common
sense' estimations of the effectivity of superconducting
shielding Systems. Such an estimation could predict the
coaxial cylindrical gap to be superior because of the smaller
cross-section. Ofcourse the cross-section will influence the
detected signal at a given length, because it determines the
amount of flux which couples with the detector coü. In the
small gap lünit, the flux decreases linearly with the width
d = ro - r, of the gap.5 For comparison with the measured
values (d = l .8 mm), the calculated length dependence of
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Fig. 2 Measurement of tietd attenuation by superconducting
cylinders. At T = 3. 7 K the arrangement suvitches from a simple
superconducting cytinder to coaxial cylinders.
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Fig. 3 Detected flux äs a function of the cylinder length for an
unchanged external transverse field in the simple and coaxial
cylinder state. Except for extremely narrow gaps at short lengths
the simple cylinder is superior to the coaxial cytinders.

the Signal for a gap width of 0. 1 mm (/.o/'"; s 1.01) is
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3. It has the lower inclina-
tion exp (- l .0 l Ir) and Starts at l = 0 with a value
which is reduced by the quotient of the respective gap
widths. Now for a shielding length smaller than about two
diameters, the coaxial shield System is superior to the simple
cylinder, but with the exception of such short narrow gaps,
for a given diameter, the simple cylinder will be superior.

The authors wish to thank Mr. H.-J. Handke for his assist-
ance in performing the measurements and the Senator für
Wirtschaft, Berlin, for financial support.
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